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To whom it may concern: 

This agency is responsible for seeking compliance with the Uniformed Services Employment and 
Reemployment Rights Act of 1994 (USERRA), codified at Title 38 U.S. Code Sections 4301 – 
4335 and 20 C.F.R. Part 1002. Eric Hill has requested our assistance in determining and exercising 
their employment rights under USERRA. 

A person alleging discrimination under USERRA must establish that they are protected as result 
of past, present or future affiliation with the uniformed services, that an adverse employment action 
by the employer or prospective employer occurred, and that there was a causal relationship 
between the claimant’s protected status and the adverse employment action. The claimant does not 
need to show that their status was the sole factor in the employment action; the person need only 
show that their status was a motivating factor in the employment action.  20 C.F.R. § 1002.23. 

Eric Hill contends that their service in the Uniformed Services was a motivating factor for 
discrimination in this case and discovered 29 separate instances of biased, defamatory statements 
- occasionally containing obscene language - impugning his race, gender and former military
profession among the social media accounts of seven out of the eleven voting members in charge
of hiring for the position. Specifically, Eric Hill complains, that he applied for a position as an
independent police monitor on August 15, 2020 with the City of Madison and was not selected
because he is a member of the Air National Guard. Eric Hill states that he was prevented from
getting a position with the City of Madison because Shadayra Kilfoy-Flores, Vice Chair of the
Police Civilian Oversight Board, has participated in and/or made negative comments about
military members.  That the biased attitude of Shadayra Kilfoy-Flores on the hiring board was
discriminatory and contributed to him not being selected for the independent police monitor
position.

Below are samples of Facebook posts related to Shadayra Kilfoy-Flores’ comments dated 
December 13, 2020 and November 6, 2021: 
Eric Hill complains that Shadayra Kilfoy-Flores’ comments/likes on Facebook posts, “agree[s]” 
with a commenter who replied to her original Facebook post. In the original post’s reply, the 
commenter singles-out his former military career field and branch of service (“National Guard" ... 
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"military police”), claiming that personnel like him are conditioned to “see the people [we] are 
policing as a racial other” and trained to commit acts of “murderous sadism.” The PCOB Vice 
Chair ‘likes’ this comment. 

* (PCOB Vice Chair ‘liked’ commenter’s reply): “Reserve and national guard military police get 
deployed. all of them. more than once. ... You have 4 years of seeing the people you are policing 
as a racial other. You will follow that with 2 years of learning what to say in order to beat them to 
death in a jail cell with the cameras off. If you flunk out of college, you can still be a private prison 
guard and in the reserves and still beat people to death for money for the rest of your life. That is 
the kind of person this will attract. People who want to do this will work hard to follow this path 
because it gives them authority and legal cover for their murderous sadism,” 

* (PCOB Vic Chair’s reply): “Believe me, I get it. You're explaining how things are currently and 
I agree. Whats being suggested is requiring two more years for the same entry pay, not more 
military service...” 

I have included samples of the verbiage mentioned above for better viewing 

Please provide us with your position statement and documentation that will support your position 
regarding Eric Hill’s allegations of discrimination. 

This request includes all applicable documents, including claimant’s personnel file, emails, 
handwritten notes, memoranda, investigation notes, performance evaluations, names of 
individuals that filed complaints along with any documentation for that complaint, disciplinary 
actions (to include the policy outlining violation that resulted in disciplinary action), pay stubs, 
military leave policy, FMLA policy, system approval/denial for military leave, or any other means 
of recording information from anyone exercising any authority of Eric Hill, that relate in any way 
to Eric Hill’s performance, disciplinary actions, or military service.  

VETS is also requesting comparative information that identifies similarly situated individuals, 
which would include military and non-military employees, to include but not be limited to: 

All application files for all individuals that applied for the Independent Police Monitor position, 
identification of whether they were military or non-military individuals; position description, 
policy that explains the hiring process, letters of denial, letters for hiring, interview questions, 
notes, and etc. regarding the hiring process. 

We need for you to provide any and all information you feel support your position. 

Should the evidence support Eric Hill’s allegations, entitlements can include employment into the 
position, lost wages, or any benefits, under USERRA, lost due to the employer’s actions. If an 
offer to resolve the complaint is to be presented, please let me know. Please see possible violations 
included with this letter. 

Your response is requested on or before close of business on November 30, 2021 and please ensure 
all responses/documents are in single PDF file (if possible). Please contact me at  
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Easte.Adriane.D@dol.gov if you have questions regarding this complaint. Thank you for your 
time. 

Sincerely, 

Adriane Easte 
Investigator 
CC: Eric Hill
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In accordance with: 38 U.S.C § 4311: 

Discrimination against persons who serve in the uniformed services and acts of reprisal 
prohibited  

(a) A person who is a member of, applies to be a member of, performs, has performed, applies to 
perform, or has an obligation to perform service in a uniformed service shall not be denied initial 
employment, reemployment, retention in employment, promotion, or any benefit of employment 
by an employer on the basis of that membership, application for membership, performance of 
service, application for service, or obligation. 

In accordance with: 20 CFR Part 1002: 

§1002.18 What status or activity is protected from employer discrimination by USERRA? 

An employer must not deny initial employment, reemployment, retention in employment, 
promotion, or any benefit of employment to an individual on the basis of his or her membership, 
application for membership, performance of service, application for service, or obligation for 
service in the uniformed services. 

§1002.21 Do the Act’s prohibitions against discrimination and retaliation apply to all 
employment positions? 

The prohibitions against discrimination and retaliation apply to all covered employers (including 
hiring halls and potential employers, see sections 1002.36 and .38) and employment positions, 
including those that are for a brief, nonrecurrent period, and for which there is no reasonable 
expectation that the employment position will continue indefinitely or for a significant period. 
However, USERRA’s reemployment rights and benefits do not apply to such brief, nonrecurrent 
positions of employment. 

§1002.36 Can an employer be liable as a successor in interest if it was unaware that an employee may 
claim reemployment rights when the employer acquired the business? 
 
Yes. In order to be a successor in interest, it is not necessary for an employer to have notice of  
a potential reemployment claim at the time of merger, acquisition, or other form of 
succession. 
 
§1002.38 Can a hiring hall be an employer? 
Yes. In certain occupations (for example, longshoreman, stagehand, construction worker), the  
employee may frequently work for many different employers. A hiring hall operated by a union or an 
employer association typically assigns the employee to the jobs. In these industries, it may not be unusual 
for the employee to work his or her entire career in a series of short-term job assignments. The definition 
of ‘‘employer’’ includes a person, institution, organization, or other entity to which the employer has 
delegated the performance of employment-related responsibilities. A hiring hall therefore is considered 
the employee’s employer if the hiring and job assignment functions have been delegated by an employer 
to the hiring hall. As the employer, a  
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hiring hall has reemployment responsibilities to its employees. USERRA’s antidiscrimination and anti-
retaliation provisions also apply to the hiring hall. 




